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Abstract

Noise spectroscopy as a highly sensitive method for non-destructive diagnostics of semiconductor devices was applied to solar cells based on crystalline silicon with a view to evaluating the quality and reliability of this solar cell type. The experimental approach was used in a reverse-biased condition where the internal structure of solar cells, as well as pn-junction itself, was electrically stressed and overloaded by a strong electric field. This gave rise to a strong generation of a current noise accompanied by local thermal instabilities, especially in the defect sites. It turned out that local temperature changes could be correlated with generation of flicker noise in a wide frequency range. Furthermore, an electrical breakdown in a non-stable form also occurred in some specific local regions what created micro-plasma noise with a two-level current fluctuation in the form of a Lorentzian-like noise spectrum. The noise research was carried out on both of these phenomena in combination with the spectrally-filtered electroluminescence mapping in the visible/near-infrared spectrum range and the dark lock-in infrared thermography in the far-infrared range. Then the physical origin of the light emission from particular defects was searched by a scanning electron microscope and additionally there was performed an experimental elimination of one specific defect by the focused ion beam milling.
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1. Introduction

Although the experimental examination of the crystalline silicon (c-Si) solar cells can be in principle applied to reverse/forward conditions, the nature of the observed noise (as well as light emission or thermal overheating) strongly depends on these conditions. In view of this fact, our study strictly differentiates the results obtained in a reverse/forward-bias condition [1]. Therefore, it should be noted that all results presented in this paper, with the exception of transport characteristics, were exclusively obtained in a reverse-bias condition. The similar research on noise fluctuations in the c-Si solar cells was provided by Z. Chobola [2] and J. Vanek [3]. The results of their research on noise fluctuations with a relation to defects in c-Si solar cells – also as our results – exhibit an inversely proportional dependency of the power spectral density on the frequency and directly proportional – on the square of an applied DC current at low injection.
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levels. The type of noise that exhibits this dependency is known as a flicker noise (or an $f^{-1}$ noise) and its fundamental background was described in detail by F.N. Hooge [4]. In addition to the noise measurements, the research was simultaneously focused on the optical and thermal inspection of c-Si solar cells. It is based on publications of O. Breitenstein [5], P. Würfel [6] and D. Lausch [7], where the light emission is enforced by applying the reverse-bias in order to examine the pre-breakdown sites. The experimental arrangement for measurement of electroluminescence used in our research is similar to the imaging system used by M. Bliss [8]. The main difference of our approach to measurement is the use of filters to obtain spectrally-filtered electroluminescence.

2. Experimental details

The solar cells are generally fabricated from a wide variety of materials by using many different processing techniques. The set of samples used in this research were fragments of a single solar cell purposefully prepared by simple breaking it with a random dimension and a random angular orientation of corners. Preparation of smaller samples containing defects from solar cells is necessary to achieve high discrimination and categorization of particular defects. The newly prepared samples exhibit considerable initial instability. Therefore, artificial aging of samples is necessary to ensure repeatability of measurements.

The original solar cell was produced from a single-crystalline silicon wafer with a thickness of 125 $\mu$m and a size of $102 \times 102$, 144 mm in diagonal with a surface area of 103 cm$^2$. The wafer was produced from a $p$-type substrate by the Czochralski process with a resistivity of $1.2 \Omega \cdot \text{cm}^2$. Reduction of the surface reflectivity to improve the solar cell efficiency was achieved by etching of a pyramid texture and by coating of the nitride layer. The width of a depletion region without an applied bias voltage was approximately equal to 0.6 $\mu$m. The contacts were prepared with the screen printing technology from Ag paste on the near side, whereas the rear side had a structure of Al BSF with Ag/Al busbars [9].

2.1. Low-frequency noise spectroscopy

The experimental arrangement of an assembled system for low-frequency noise measurements is shown in Fig. 1. A sample was placed between two conductive aluminium electrodes into an electrically shielded dark environment in reverse-bias. An insulation outside the area of the sample was used to avoid a short circuit and a leakage effect. The constant excitation of the sample was achieved by applying a reverse-bias voltage from the output (0–25) V of an Agilent E3631A source. Additionally, a capacitor with a capacity of 2.2 $\mu$F at the input of the circuit was used to stabilize a voltage ripple and eliminate excess noise of the voltage source itself. The noise signal from the sample was sensed at the output of circuit terminated by a resistor and its resistance of 5.517 $\Omega$ was chosen to keep satisfactory proportion between noise sensitivity and noise floor. The sensed noise signal was amplified by an ultra-low-noise preamplifier Signal Recovery 5184 with a fixed voltage gain of $\times1000$ (60 dB) and a frequency response from 0.5 Hz to 1 MHz. The noise background of the amplifier was 800 pV Hubble$^{-1/2}$ at a frequency of 1 kHz. Finally, the noise signal was applied to the unbalanced input of a Rohde & Schwarz FMU36 baseband analyser (a measurable frequency band from 10 Hz to 36 MHz) with an optional impedance of 1 M$\Omega$. The advantage of the analyser was its high sensitivity at low frequencies what enabled precise analysing of very weak signals. Despite this fact, it was necessary to use a preamplifier for a relatively high noise background of the analyser.
The low-noise version of double-shielded coaxial cable was used in the configuration to ensure sensing of the authentic noise signal. The apparatuses were interconnected via 8-bit standard IEEE-488.2 parallel bus GPIB (General Purpose Interface Bus) and then connected to the PC by an Agilent 82357B USB/GPIB converter interface (see Fig. 1). These instruments were programmed using text-based SCPI (Standard Commands for Programmable Instruments) commands through Instrument Control Toolbox in the MATLAB®.

![Fig. 1. The experimental configuration of a measurement system for registration of low-frequency noise fluctuations.](image)

The dependence of power spectral density (PSD) on frequency \( S_I(f) \) was examined in a spectral range from 10 Hz to 1 MHz. The lower-frequency limit of this range was affected by the specification of the analyser itself and the upper-frequency limit was affected by the frequency response of the amplifier. In any case, this limitation did not constitute any restriction for our experiments. The dependence of PSD on frequency was measured with several voltages, namely for voltages from 8 V to 15 V with an increment of 1 V. The current through the sample was negligibly small below this voltage interval and a long-term exposure to a strong electric field could cause damage to the sample above this voltage interval. The analysis of FFT-based spectrum for one value of voltage-bias was carried out in the measurable range for 120 points (24 points per frequency decade). The measurement of each point was performed for a centre frequency set within a span (a range between a start/stop frequency) of 10% on the logarithmic scale. The frequency span was changing in dependence on the centre frequency according to \( \Delta f_{\text{span}} = 0.1 \cdot f_{\text{centre}} \). It should be noted here that the span of frequencies below 100 Hz was constantly set to 10 Hz. This was caused by the limited specification of the analyser itself which enabled to set the minimum span to 10 Hz for working in the frequency domain. After setting the span below 10 Hz the measurement was automatically switched to the time domain. Despite this limitation there were achieved very precise results in this very low-frequency range. The power spectral density for each point was calculated as a median of 625 measurement points from one trace which was obtained by averaging of 16 consecutive sweeps. This measurement approach significantly suppressed the influence of occurred noise spikes and ensured acquisition of true noise fluctuations’ magnitude. The same approach was used to obtain the dependence \( S_I(f) \) of PSD on the applied reverse current.

2.2. Spectrally-filtered electroluminescence and dark lock-in IR thermography

The experimental configuration for spectrally-filtered electroluminescence (EL) and lock-in IR thermography (DLIT) is shown in Fig. 2. Registration of enforced photon emission from
a reverse-biased \( pn \)-junction of c-Si solar cells was used for localization of defect-related sites in the form of light-emitting spots [10]. The sample was electrically contacted with a silver-plated finger contact on a horizontal \( xy \) plane with a linear travel length of \((150 \times 150) \) mm. This positioning plane was additionally equipped with stepper motors for remote control of both axes.

![Fig. 2. The experimental setup for spectrally-filtered electroluminescence mapping and lock-in IR thermography.](image)

Registration of light emission was ensured by a high sensitive \textit{charge-coupled device} (CCD) camera G2-3200 remotely controlled by a stepper motor in the \( z \)-axis. It was necessary to place the device in a dark environment to avoid unwanted effects of external lighting. The CCD camera was equipped with a silicon chip KAF-3200ME (for quantum efficiency see Fig. 3) with a resolution of \((2184 \times 1472) \) pixels and a spectral response of \((300–1100) \) nm. The Si sensor was constantly cooled by a dual system of Peltier modules with a typical operating temperature of \(45^\circ C\) below the ambient temperature to minimize the dark current. The dark current of the Si sensor at temperature of \(0^\circ C\) was \(0.8 \text{ e} \cdot \text{s}^{-1}\) for a single pixel of \((6.8 \times 6.8) \) \(\mu\)m dimension and it was doubled after increasing the temperature to \(6^\circ C\). The lens with a focal length of 41.7 mm

![Fig. 3. Transmittance of installed IR, L-RGB filters (solid lines) in a carousel system with a quantum efficiency of monochrome Si sensor KAF-3200ME (dash-dot line), \( QE = 0.528, QE_{\text{max}} = 0.882 \) at \( \lambda = 630 \) nm.](image)
and aperture of $f/1.2$ was used with the camera. The camera was additionally equipped with an automatic carousel system with six positions for standard 31.8 mm threaded filters. The filters installed into a carousel system were L-RGB type 2c and IR Pro 742.

Local overheating was registered by using the lock-in technique with a thermal imager $\mu$E TIM 160. This infrared (IR) camera was equipped with an uncooled micro-bolometer focal plane array detector with a resolution of $(160 \times 120)$ pixels and a response of $(7.5–13) \mu$m to the far-infrared spectral range. The periodically pulsed modulation was ensured by a Keithley 6220 current source for the dark IR lock-in technique. A scanning electron microscope (SEM) Tescan LYRA 3 was used for a micro-scale examination of the localized defects by the electroluminescence and lock-in IR thermography. The experimental modification of specific defects was performed by the focused ion beam (FIB) milling with Ga ions.

3. Results and discussion

The current density-voltage ($J-V$) characteristic of a sample marked as M is shown in Fig. 4a. The measurements of transport characteristic are very useful for detection of local/global breakdowns, especially in a reverse-bias condition [11]. As can be seen in Fig. 4a, the $J-V$ characteristic is a smooth function in a reverse/forward-bias without any observable bias-induced breakdowns or another non-stable form of current conduction. However, the invariable/time-independent local breakdowns are not an obstacle for the noise measurement but it is essential to choose an applied voltage-bias in the stable part of reverse $J-V$ characteristics. The reverse $J-V$ characteristic in Fig. 4a is linear and resistive-like below the voltage of 0.1 V. Above this voltage the curve is partly non-linear and its slope changes due to imperfections in the structure of c-Si sample [12]. Also, the low-ohm component caused by the defects (they behave as low-resistive paths) became more dominant above the voltage of 2.5 V. The basic parameters from the transport characteristic in Fig. 4a were determined by fitting/interleaving the experimental data by a single-diode model with the Lambert-W function [13]. It should be noted here that a double-diode model for c-Si solar cells is commonly used in our experiments. However, the use of a single-diode model for the sample M proved to be sufficient [14, 15]. The parameters extracted with experimental and fitted data are shown in Fig. 4b. The obtained ideality factor of

![Fig. 4. An experimental dark forward/reverse $J-V$ characteristic in the log-log scale (a); experimental forward $J-V$ characteristics (empty circles) in the semi-log scale, simulated $J-V$ (dashed line) with equivalent parameters after approximation by a single-diode model with the Lambert-W function (b), c-Si sample M, maintained $T = 298.15$ K.](image-url)
$n = 2.6$ for the sample M can be interpreted as the predominant conductivity of recombination current through defect states, i.e. recombination states. The ideality factor greater than two is due to extended defects at the edges or other defects in the area of the sample. The ideality factor of $J-V$ characteristics is smaller than two ($n < 2$) if the defects have a low local density of the defect states and then behave according to the Shockley-Read-Hall recombination theory of isolated point defects. On the contrary, the ideality factor can be greater than two ($n > 2$) if the defects have a high local density of the defect states and they are accompanied with a multi-level recombination which may show an intrinsic saturation behaviour [16].

The experimental results of noise spectral densities with an increasing value of the applied voltage are shown in Fig. 5a. With the approach described in Section 2 the noise measurements are significantly time-consuming; they take about 12 hours (1.5 hours for one PSD). Therefore, it has proved to be essential to maintain constant conditions (e.g. the ambient temperature) throughout the measurement period. Also, the repeatability of the measurement and the time independence of the results were verified by measuring the PSD eight times for the applied voltage of 8 V. The noise floor in Fig. 5a is related to the excess noise produced by the experimental apparatus alone. The spectral analysis in Fig. 5a shows that the current noise power spectral density has the form of $f^{-1}$ noise (flicker noise). This type of noise is the dominant noise in the low-frequency range and it is present in all semiconductor devices under biasing [17]. The inversely proportional dependence of power spectral density on frequency can be generally expressed as $S_I(f) \sim f^{-\gamma}$, where $\gamma \approx 1$. The power spectral density of sample M shows proportionality to the frequency of $0.95 \leq \gamma \leq 1.19$ for the applied voltage of (8–15) V. Nevertheless, this PSD dependence is valid for $f < 8$ kHz at $U_R = 8$ V, and for $f < 4$ kHz at $U_R = 15$ V. Above these frequencies, the inversely proportional dependences are affected by non-specific additive components. These additive components can generally be expressed in the form of Lorentzian-noise spectra [18]. The exact origin of flicker noise is still not sufficiently clarified in general but it is usually assumed that the $f^{-1}$ noise is a result of bulk imperfections in a crystal lattice [19]. This assumption is based on the Hooge’s bulk model where only scattering the carrier on the silicon crystal lattice alone leads to pronounced $f^{-1}$ noise during the carrier transport and scattering from the impurity ions does not influence the level of noise fluctuations [20]. Nevertheless, some
experimental results exhibit a strong influence of the surface [21]. The Hooge’s bulk model of the $f^{-1}$ (flicker) noise is described by an empirical relation for homogeneous non-degenerate semiconductors:

$$\frac{S_I(f)}{f^2} = \frac{\alpha_H}{f^N}, \quad (1)$$

where $S_I(f)$ is a PSD related to fluctuations of current; $I$ is a direct current; $\alpha_H$ is a dimensionless constant known as the Hooge’s constant; $f$ is a frequency and $N$ is the total number of free carriers participating in the fluctuation process [22]. However, from (1) it is possible to express a measurable quantity which is defined as a noise quality and reliability indicator $C_Q$ according to [23]. This quantity is given as the ratio of the Hooge’s constant and the total number of fluctuating charge carriers $C_Q = \alpha_H N^{-1}$. Then the power spectral density of the $f^{-1}$ noise current in respect of (1) may be written as $S_I = C_Q I^2 f^{-1}$. Therefore, the deviation of noise spectra in Fig. 5a from the authentic behaviour of $f^{-1}$ type noise may be generally approximated by the superposition of separate noise components:

$$S_I(f) = C_Q f^\beta + \sum_{l=1}^{n} \frac{S_0}{1 + (f/f_c)^\gamma} + \frac{4k_BT}{R}, \quad (2)$$

where the $f_c$ is a corner frequency; $S_0$ is a plateau value of PSD which is frequency independent for $f < f_c$ and proportional to $f^{-\delta}$ for $f > f_c$; $\beta$, $\gamma$ and $\delta$ are constants ($\beta \approx 2$, $\gamma \approx 1$ and $\delta \approx 2$); $k_B$ is the Boltzmann constant; $T$ is temperature and $R$ is an equivalent resistance. It is obvious from (2) that the noise quality indicator $C_Q$ is dimensionless only if $\beta = 2$ and $\gamma = 1$ [24]. The estimated parameters of the flicker noise component from measured spectra $S_I(f)$ in Fig. 5a are $C_Q = (4.00 \pm 0.15) \times 10^{-8}$ at $U_R = 8$ V with a slope of $\gamma = 0.95$ and $C_Q = (2.64 \pm 0.06) \times 10^{-7}$ at $U_R = 15$ V with a slope of $\gamma = 1.19$. The apparent deviation above $f > 8$ kHz for PSD of $U_R = 8$ V is obtained by adding the Lorentzian component (the dashed line in Fig. 5a) with extracted parameters $S_0 = 1.5 \times 10^{-19}$ A$^2$·Hz$^{-1}$ and $f_c = 200$ kHz. The authentic $f^{-1}$ noise with the applied voltage of $U_R = 15$ V in Fig. 5a is influenced by the sum of several superimposed Lorentzian components above $f > 4$ kHz. The dependence of noise power spectral densities on the applied reverse current in Fig. 5b is examined at $f = 1$ kHz and $f = 10$ kHz. The dependence of PSD on the reverse current in Fig. 5b should exhibit direct proportionality to the square $S_I(f) \sim I^\beta$, where $\beta \approx 2$ [25]. The power spectral density in Fig. 5b shows proportionality to the current of $1.91 \leq \beta \leq 1.95$ at frequencies of 1 kHz and 10 kHz. The evaluated noise quality indicators from the measurement in Fig. 5b are $C_Q = (5.0 \pm 0.5) \times 10^{-8}$ at $f = 1$ kHz with a slope of $\beta = 1.91$ and $C_Q = (4.8 \pm 0.3) \times 10^{-8}$ at $f = 10$ kHz with a slope of $\beta = 1.95$. At lower frequencies other types of noise (micro-plasma or shot noise) may be present, however, they are apparently masked by the dominant $f^{-1}$ type noise. It should be noted here that the noise results in Fig. 5b are acquired independently from the results in Fig. 5a.

Localization of an individual microstructural defect in a macro scale is achieved by electrically excited light emission from a reverse-biased $pn$-junction. The intensity of the light emission in Fig. 6 is expressed as a photon flux ($\Phi_{ph}$) in photons per second. As can be seen in the electroluminescence (EL) map of the whole sample in Fig. 6a, the defect-related light emission is mainly concentrated at the edges (some is also in the sample volume) in the form of spot-oriented light distribution. It should be noted that an inappropriately prepared edge would radiate along its entire length, not in the form of locally distributed light spots. These areas with localized light spots are heavily stressed in comparison with the rest of the $pn$-junction. In respect of our previous research, we suppose that the stressed local areas contributed to the formation of excessive
noise fluctuations [26]. Generally, the intensity of light spots associated with the defects will increase with the reverse bias increase, but also the number of light spots may increase where defect-related sites become active at some certain level of a reverse bias. Therefore, additional information about the nature of defect-related sites may be achieved by measuring the light intensity at different reverse bias [27]. Selected regions of interest (ROIs) in Fig. 6a (marked by dashed circles) are shown in numbered close-up views in Fig. 6b. The electroluminescence in Figs. 6a, 6b is captured without applying any filter, therefore, the transmittance is limited only by the quantum efficiency of the Si-chip itself. Finally, the spectrally-filtered electroluminescence of the localized defect-related sites with a corresponding filter (see Fig. 3) is shown in a close-up 3D view in Fig. 6c. The dark lock-in IR thermogram (DLIT) of obtained areas, prone to overheating, is shown in Fig. 8. Moreover, after localization of defect-related sites by EL and DLIT in a macro scale, there is additionally performed a micro-scale exploration of the sample M by SEM. Then the detailed micrographs of a physical origin of localized defect-related light spots (Fig. 6) are shown in Fig. 9. Comparing the visible and near-infrared electroluminescence in
Fig. 6c it is obvious that not all defect-related light spots radiate with higher intensity in the near-infrared spectrum. Specifically, the defect-related light spots 1 and 8A exhibit higher intensity in the visible spectrum and, in addition, the spot 8E absolutely does not radiate in the near-infrared spectrum. The light intensity may have a peak at a different wavelength due to a different origin of the electroluminescence process [28], e.g. in the band-to-band radiative recombination, trap-assisted recombination (impurities or mechanically induced defects), impact-ionization assisted avalanche emission [29, 30].

As can be seen in Fig. 7, simple discrimination (as categorization) of the localized light spots can be made by normalization of light intensity into a pseudo-colour image. The electroluminescence captured by using RGB filters (in Fig. 6a) is simply assigned to RGB channels with an 8-bit colour depth. This basic approach with a restriction to the visible spectrum makes possible to differentiate particular defects among themselves on the basis of a predominant colour in the pseudo-color image. Then the light emission associated with defect 1 appears as a red spot, 8A as a green spot, 8B as a blue spot, 8C as a purple spot and 8E as a yellow spot (compare Fig. 6 and Fig. 7). The thermal radiation, expressed as a temperature difference ($\Delta T$) of the whole sample in Fig. 8, increased by applying a reverse bias and three areas prone to overheating has appeared in the thermogram. The first thermal area marked by a dash-dot square in Fig. 8 is related to a very weak light emission glow from a defect-site under a third busbar (below a finger contact) in Fig. 6a. The light emission around a busbar is almost undetectable (in Fig. 6a, more visible in Fig. 10) due to the simple fact that the light emission cannot directly penetrate a metal. The second area most prone to local thermal overheating in the top-left corner (see Fig. 8) may be associated with a defect-related ROI 2 in Fig. 6 but the light emission is not so significant compared with other defect-related ROI’s. However, the defect area 2 in Fig. 9a exhibits an undefined structure (may be a residue of the metallization process; the EDS analysis will be performed) on the surface near the edge which may be an originator of strong thermal overheating in this area [31]. The last area prone to overheating in the right part of the sample may be associated with defect-related ROI 6 in Fig. 6 but the thermal distribution is uniform along the edge from the seventh busbar to the middle corner.

The experimental elimination of the defects influence on the electrical/optical measurements can be based on different approaches to the modification of solar cell structure by a focused
ion beam (FIB). The first approach may be based on isolating the defects from the rest of the pn-junction by a barrier. The depth/width of the barrier set for individual defects should be as small as possible to achieve the smallest modification of the surrounding area in order to avoid creation of additional recombination centres. The second approach is based on a modification of the defect itself where only the defect-related area is completely evaporated by the FIB. It should be noted that the experimental milling by FIB may create additional recombination centres and the intended elimination of a defect may not be successful at all (the FIB also causes implantation of Ga ions into a c-Si structure). Anyway, the area of the solar cell structure modified by the barrier is larger than the area modified by evaporation of the defect itself. Therefore, the experimental elimination is based on simple evaporation of a defect-related microstructure. The experimental modification is performed for defect 1 (Fig. 9a) which is accompanied with the strongest defect-related light emission in the visible spectrum (highest amplitude of a light emission captured by the luminance filter, see Fig. 6). As can be seen in Fig. 9, the physical structure of defect 1 (Fig. 9a) is also quite different in comparison with other defects at the edge (Figs. 9d, 9e, 9f). The impact of the experimental modification is reflected in an additional electroluminescence map shown in Fig. 10 and the low-frequency noise measurement shown in Fig. 11. The light spot on the edge of the sample clearly disappeared (denoted by a green dashed circle in Fig. 10) and defect-related light emission became undetectable in the visible and near-infrared spectrum. The SEM detail of defect-related edge after the FIB milling is also shown in Fig. 10. The defects may be generally considered as alternative parallel low-resistance paths for the reverse current. Therefore, the current flow through other defects slightly increased after the elimination of defect 1 what led to an increase of radiation intensity (see Fig. 10) at the same applied reverse bias. The edge defect 1 does not participate in the local thermal overheating (see Fig. 8), so the thermography after modification does not provide any further information. The comparison of noise spectra before and after FIB milling is shown in Fig. 11. The original noise spectra (red
4. Conclusion

This paper presents a comprehensive study of c-Si solar cells with a focus on the examination of microstructural defects. The examination of low-frequency noise showed that the excess noise at different reverse bias is regularly in the form of the $f^{-1}$ (flicker) noise. Specifically, the average slope of measured PSD dependence $S_f(f) \sim f^\gamma$ was estimated from the Hooge’s equation to be $\gamma = 1.07 \pm 0.12$ for $U_R = (8–15)$ V. Furthermore, the deviation from the authentic $f^{-1}$ noise at higher frequencies was approximated by the superposition of additional Lorentzian components. The examination of spectrally-filtered electroluminescence showed the emission of photons in the form of locally distributed light-spots related to microstructural defects. This defect-related light emission was possible to be distinguished on the intensity basis not only in the visible/near-infrared spectrum but also in the visible spectrum itself. Moreover, it also succeeded in finding line fill) from Fig. 5a and the modified noise spectra (blue dot fill) are plotted as areas in Fig. 11 for a visible comparison of changes in PSD (purple dot-line fill denotes an overlap of PSD). The lower/upper limits of these areas are related to the applied reverse voltage (8–15) V, as in Fig. 5a. The parameters, according to (2), of the flicker noise component, extracted from the modified PSD are $C_Q = (9.0 \pm 0.5) \cdot 10^{-8}$ at $U_R = 8$ V with a slope of $\gamma = 1.27$, and the estimated parameters of additive Lorentzian component are $S_0 = 6 \cdot 10^{-20}$ A$^2$.Hz$^{-1}$, $f_c = 400$ kHz. Although the quality indicator $C_Q$ is $\sim 2.25$ times higher for $U_R = 8$ V after the FIB milling, the total power spectral density with an increasing frequency decreases with a steeper slope of $\Delta \gamma = 0.32$. The $J–V$ characteristics after the elimination of defect 1 are also evaluated (not presented here) but the change after comparison of $J–V$ curves is almost imperceptible. Therefore, the $f^{-1}$ noise can be considered as a significantly more sensitive tool for the quality assessment of semiconductors (as well as other electronic devices, e.g. supercapacitors [32]) than the observation of changes in ordinary $J–V$ characteristics [33].
the physical origin of defects in a microscale which was responsible for the occurrence of light emission.

Subsequently, the research was aimed at the experimental elimination of localized microstructural defects which were identified in a micro scale as the physical origin of defect-related light emission. This experimental elimination by FIB milling was performed for one specific defect which exhibited the strongest light emission in the visible spectral range. The results obtained after the experimental milling process confirmed a successful elimination of the defect influence. The original defect-related light emission became undetectable in the visible/near-infrared spectral range after FIB milling and the excess noise in the low-frequency PSD measurement significantly decreased. Although the noise quality indicator $C_Q$ increased from $4 \cdot 10^{-8}$ to $9 \cdot 10^{-8}$, the total excess noise decreased with a steeper slope of $\gamma = 1.25$ for $U_R = 8$ V (the original slope was less steep by $\Delta \gamma = 0.32$ at the same reverse bias). The observed difference in slope may be considered as a change in the nature of the $f^{-1}$ noise.

The further research will continue to monitor the changes in noise measurements after a progressive elimination of remaining localized defects accompanied with light emission in the electroluminescence map by experimental FIB milling.
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